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Dom Rights Your Words 

Ball-Park Price List 
 
Remember, these are only approximate prices as until we start chatting, it’s hard to gauge exactly how long 
a piece of writing will take.  It depends on length, depth, and exactly what you want the copy to do for you. 

 
 FILLER 

CONTENT 
 

Content written as fast as 
possible with no grammar 
or spelling mistakes. 

BETTER THAN AMATEUR 
CONTENT 

 
Well-written but simple, 
industry standard work. 

STAND-OUT 
CONTENT 

 
Well-researched work with 
a unique or thought-
provoking angle.  The aim is 
to make you stand out from 
the crowd with your own 
voice. 

Blog  
(Standard length) 

Approx £100 Approx £250 Approx £400 

Landing Page Approx £250 Approx £500 Approx £750 

Full Website Approx £500 Approx £1000 Approx £1500 

A4 Folded Flyer  
(4 sides) 

Approx £150 Approx £250 Approx £350 

Social Media Posts 
£50 per hour 
Approx 4 per hour 

£50 per hour 
Approx 2 per hour 

£50 per hour 
Approx 1 per hour (plus 
initial research time) 

Bio  
(Suitable for social media, 
website “About Me” or 
“Meet the Team” page, 
resume) 

Approx £100 Approx £150 Approx £200 

Awards Submission Starting from £350 depending on the award 

 
Is that the price you were expecting?  Maybe not, but I make no apologies for charging for my craft.  Gaining 

skill takes time and effort and it deserves payment which acknowledges that.  Plus, I know the impact good 

writing can have on someone’s business.   

Hiring a professional writer can help you accomplish many goals.  Whether yours are to make more sales, 

save yourself time and energy, fill in a skills gap that you don’t have, improve your social media following 

or email open rate, win an award or secure grant funding, I can help.  

 

I look forward to seeing what I can do to help you out soon. 

Dominique. 


